Crafted office furniture helping people work at their best.
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We believe high-performing spaces enable high-performing people, so we place comfort and ease-of-use at the heart of every product and system we create.
We don’t just buy and sell furniture – we design and make it.

Our in-house design team thrives on creating tailored solutions that will inspire, motivate and support the well-being of your team.

Aspect’s designers and workplace specialists can help you to create a complete furniture solution that will inspire and support people in their work every day. You can choose products directly from our collections, or we can adapt existing designs and create bespoke pieces.

We’re here to listen, collaborate and assist, so you can meet your project needs, budgets and aspirations. With more than 30 years’ experience in crafting commercial furniture, we add a high level of strategic input. We’ll tailor solutions to suit your space and culture, and help you meet modern workplace needs, as driven by changing technology and employee expectations.

Aspect will ensure you create an inspiring workplace that supports greater collaboration, productivity and enjoyment.
Local manufacturers.

Our team gets the details right, so your furniture is robust, functional, ergonomic and inspiring throughout the working day.

Our warehouses and manufacturing plants supply furniture across New Zealand and Australia. As local manufacturers, we have full control over design, quality, lead-times and installation, so you get product quickly and reliably from a quality-assured environment backed up by ISO 9001 certification.

Easy access to samples and design prototypes lets us set up conceptual workplaces for large or complex projects where end users can trial systems and interact with our team. This offers clients a rare chance to have input into the furniture they will use.

For ongoing supply and support, we set up an online furniture catalogue unique to your project making reordering easy and ensuring a consistent look and feel. We hold good stock levels and offer maintenance and reconfiguring services as teams change or grow.
Workspaces.
Our flagship desking range.

Zurich 5 workpoints with ergonomic options: Fixed-height, technician adjust, user adjust and electronic sit-to-stand.

Zurich 5 Back-to-back triangle 120° cluster workpoint.

Zurich 5 with Strata screen and Ollin monitor arm.
Zurich 5

Screens can be static height as above, or adjusted with the desk position as below.

Controllers range from simple up/down paddles to digital displays with pre-set memory functions and Bluetooth enabled smartphone app functionality.

Zurich 5 workpoints at the University of Wollongong Library.
A hard-working, all-purpose, economical desk system.

Activate workpoint

An economical workpoint solution, engineered for robust working environments.
Every Activate desk is backed by Aspect’s dependable, locally based manufacturing.

Electric sit-to-stand height-adjustment covers 650mm of rise with well-resolved cable management.
Flexible linear desking that is ideal for project teams, touchdown points, and other areas where team structures are likely to change over time.
Harbour can simply be erected, plugged in, taken down and relocated, without the need for complex or lengthy installations.

Harbour is a modular system which provides a flexible solution for focus zones and can be easily reconfigured into multiple scenarios.
Rethink your space, every day.

Designed, prototyped and trialled in workshop environments, Project is a series of easily movable units on industrial strength wheels.

**Project movable storage wall**

**Project board and peg system**

A lightweight peg and board system that quickly multiplies wall space.
No need to go far for your tea and coffee with the movable kitchen unit. All units within the Project series are modular, intentionally designed to fit together seamlessly.

Power points and USB charging points can be added to units, making it easy to connect technology such as video-conferencing equipment.

The Project table is an ideal workpoint for one, or can be clustered together for group discussion.
Floorsense | Floorsight

Make your workplace a happier, dynamic, and more productive place with Floorsense.

Work smarter.

Floorsense is a revolutionary product designed and developed in New Zealand to help businesses maximise the benefits of activity-based working (ABW) environments.

A smart sensor is mounted under the workpoint and reports back real-time occupancy. Accurate utilisation statistics are built up over time, revealing occupancy trends.

Take it one step further with the top-mounted Floorsight pad, which can easily be retro-fitted to existing desks and furniture. The integrated software allows users to reserve a workpoint via a mobile app, locate co-workers, and share their location by simply swiping an access card or charging their phone on the wireless pad.
Floorsight has been upgraded with intuitive features to help businesses keep employees safe!

- Enforces social distancing via desk lock-off
- Supports contact-tracing
- Tracks workpoint cleaning
- Supports staff well-being with easy to use apps
- Enables users to check in from home
- Provides a historical work location report

If a user ends up sick, it’s important to know who they have been in contact with during the incubation period. Floorsight lets you check in to workpoints via either a building card or phone so it can provide an accurate history of where users have spent the majority of their time and who was working nearby during the same period.

The Floorsight puck can track the time and frequency of workpoint cleaning via a swipe of the cleaner’s access card on the puck.

The Floorsight live floorplan view tracks workspace cleaning as it happens so office managers can check the status at any time, as well as manually update the status of any workpoints after spot cleaning. As workpoints are used throughout the day they become marked on the live floorplan so users know where to work and what needs to be cleaned again.

No Floorsense hardware? Floorsense Virtual is delivered as an easy-to-use, fully cloud-based solution – we only require a floorplan with desk numbers and a list of users.
A relaxed and informal gathering point.

Stork is designed and manufactured in solid American White Ash and is GECA approved.
Stork is available at a meeting table height of 740mm or a leaner height of 1060mm.

Power cables can be fully integrated with a pivoting power flap in the tabletop and internal cable feed through a cavity in the leg frame.
Agility folding tables provide a larger format capability than tilting tables and can be manufactured in a range of sizes from 2000 x 1000mm to 3000 x 1500mm.

A comprehensive solution for every meeting room size, shape and function.
Agility’s pedestal and foot combination maximises leg space and provides the ability to tailor the under-frame of the table to optimise leg clearance.

Frame in polished aluminium or powdercoated Mannex White, Mannex Silver or Mannex Black.
Sector is a new, innovative table system featuring a slim, angular leg with a removable cap for concealing cables.

Seamless technology integration.
Smartalock works with existing building access cards, as well as our free smartphone application or via the included touchscreen kiosk.

Smartalock enhances the agile way of working by allowing dynamic use of personal locker space closest to where it's needed.

Smart storage for flexible workspaces.
Slide storage is a versatile and space efficient storage solution.

Tambour storage with planter boxes.
The tool for freedom and flexibility.

Designed by Aspect, the WorkTote allows staff to easily move from their locker to a workpoint and around the office with their essentials.

A swivelling bracket allows the WorkTote to function as an under-desk drawer and easily slides into a custom-made rail which can be mounted under worktops.
Smooth curves and perfect lines.

Coco tub chair

Paris chair

The Paris Chair with its masculine shape and generous overall dimensions pictured in leather.
Locally made to global design standards.
Hive seating

Hive is complemented by the Duffel stool by Tim Webber.

Designed to flex and adapt through the use of easy to assemble modules.
Meetings and presentations are made easy with Hive media pods and booths.

In all configurations, Hive seamlessly integrates the latest technology, including fixed and freestanding smart TVs and displays, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.
Collaborate, focus or socialise.

Thynk seating

Thynk sofas placed facing one another form a small, intimate meeting area – a place of refuge in a busy office.
Thynk booth

Locally made, enabling shorter lead times, customer selected fabric options and competitive pricing.

Thynk supports technology with optional power modules and media panels.
The versatile Academy chair has a variety of bases and several shell options, adapting to any meeting or break-out space effortlessly.

Academy meeting chairs with 5-star base on castors and upholstered seat at Dexus in Brisbane.

Simplicity that adapts to suit any space.
Zone is available in black or white, and is the operator’s choice for ergonomics, comfort and price.

Tailor is a beautiful break-out seating range that can be customised to fit perfectly into any workspace.

Featuring an elegant seat design that is custom-upholstered and paired with a wide range of base options, you can make Tailor yours.
Projects.
As one of the largest school projects in Wellington city, Wellington East Girls’ College have redeveloped their learning facility by building a new state-of-the-art centre behind the preserved historical facade that includes a cultural area, library, and café.

Aspect were awarded the furniture fit-out, and worked alongside the senior management team from WEGC to deliver a flexible collaboration space that facilitates an agile group-learning environment. Aspect worked closely with the WEGC staff on the challenging floor-plan that had to accommodate over 1000 students within an open-plan, multi-level teaching space.
Aspect provided a furniture fit-out that offered students a range of collaborative options, from soft-seating ottomans paired with laptop tables to individual desking with side-screen partitions for privacy.

This was a particularly unique fit-out as the school wanted to create a future-proof building that could accommodate for all learning styles and cultures. The cultural space (Whare Manaaki) was given special attention with custom designed ottomans that can be moved around and used in different settings, along with wall-mounted Agility whiteboards for teaching and presentations.

The outcome was a space that all teachers, librarians and support staff could utilise to best benefit the students’ learning experience.
A versatile new space in Darling Park

Client Pitcher Partners, Sydney | Project size 2800m²

Pitcher Partners sought a new office space in Sydney across two floors within the Darling Park precinct.

Working closely with Geyer to create their new workspace, we established different work settings with a consistent visual language. The change in setting defined decisions around how we managed privacy screening and desk accessories. Formal meeting spaces were contrasted with Thynk pods for drop-in meetings.
The new space features Activate electric sit-to-stand height-adjustable workpoints, fitted with curved privacy screening and complete soft wiring solutions. Each desk has its own WorkTote and mobile pedestal for individual user storage.

The IT and social area features our Stork leaner for drop-in help and service. Agility tables were utilised throughout informal meeting and breakout spaces. Thynk booth seating are used for informal meetings and external video-conference calls. Bold fabric choices were used in three different tones drawn from the company profile.
A fit-out to match the view

The Wellington branch of the discerning portfolio management and investment firm, Forsyth Barr, recently engaged Warren and Mahoney architects and Aspect Furniture to create a high-quality, premium fit-out on their new floor in Lambton Quay, with stunning views of the harbour.

A broad range of furniture solutions were tailored to suit the client’s professional and personalised business services. We worked closely with the Warren and Mahoney design team to ensure that a high degree of resolve and attention to detail was given to each piece.

Intimate meeting rooms were off-set by spacious open-plan office areas, with the reception area being the inviting centre of the space. Navy and teal were paired with gold accents and warm wood tones to contribute to the luxurious feel of the fit-out, with expansive views of the ocean from the waiting area.
Activate workpoints were fitted with Strata wrap screens for semi-private working areas and Thynk booths were paired with Runway deskint to create more casual meeting and working spaces. Formal meeting rooms were furnished with Agility tables in a range of configurations – a navy table-top creating a statement piece in the client meeting room.

To avoid dealing with multiple suppliers, Forsyth Barr procured all furniture items through Aspect, with the benefit of a consistent project management approach on-site.
Tailored for function and performance.

Located in the heart of the city, a full-floor tenancy in Melbourne Central Tower at 360 Elizabeth Street was selected as the new workplace for the Energy and Water Ombudsman of Victoria (EWOV).

In collaboration with WMK Architecture and Plan Group, we were able to create a space for EWOV that highlights functionality and productivity in a visually harmonious setting.

Client Energy and Water Ombudsman of Victoria | Project size 1500m²
EWOV’s new space enables staff to fluidly adapt to different tasks at hand, offering both collaborative and private environments within the office.

The tenancy features our Hive modular seating and Stork tables as informal collaborative points, while Harbour pods and Strata Wrap screens offer a quiet respite from a busy office to work with minimal distractions. Zurich 5 sit-to-stand desks let staff control their comfort throughout the day flexibly and safely with integrated anti-collision technology.

A far cry from the traditional office spaces associated with government entities, EWOV’s new workspace shows that a high level of customisation – from desk shapes and tech solutions to intricately designed colour palettes – can produce a space uniquely tailored for high-performing teams, fusing form and function into one.
Showrooms.
Pop in for personalised service.

Aspect’s showrooms are conveniently located across New Zealand and Australia at easily accessible locations in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, Melbourne, Sydney and Canberra.

Active working environments in their own right, architects, interior designers and end users are invited to experience a full range of fixed and fluid work settings.

Experience and trial all elements of a modern, agile workplace.
Collaboration booths, modular workstations, demountable rooms, privacy screens, soft seating, chairs, tables, smart lockers and accessories – absolutely everything is set out for you in an expansive, open space. See, touch and operate cutting-edge workplace furniture systems.

If there is a specific setting you’d like to trial, we can set it up to your specification for your team to use, adjust, test and discuss. With a central hospitality kitchen, you’ll be fed and watered so you can make unhurried decisions and discuss all options with our experienced team.

Cutting-edge workplace solutions designed so you can see, touch and trial a complete working environment.
Get in touch

New Zealand
0800 323 220
info@aspectfurniture.com

Australia
1800 696 334
infoau@aspectfurniture.com

aspectfurniture.com